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BUILDING & DETAILING THE HASEGAWA  1/32 SCALE   

P-47D  THUNDERBOLT 
 

There are several fit issues that you will run into as you build this kit and the  

challenge is to figure out how to fix them. The individual  wing panels and gun covers on the  

leading edges of the wings need some tweaking  to get them to fit correctly.  The wing-to-fuselage 

fit on both the upper and lower sides will require some work.  There is also a step between the  

underside of the engine cowling where it meets the underside of the fuselage.  The front of the  

fuselage is either too wide from top to bottom or the cowling is too shallow. There are also sink 

marks along the lengths of the upper wings which need to be sanded out. The decal sheet has  

excellent decals and they respond well to decal setting solution.  I used Testors model master 

enamel paints for this project. For detailing the cockpit, I used Eduard’s pre-painted self adhesive 

placards, their standard brass photoetch sheet, and their pre-painted seat belts. To fix some of the 

fit, issues I used Evergreen plastic strips of various sizes and shapes.   
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The lap belts are usually positioned first.  They should be 

form fitted around the seat edges and onto the seat using a 

round toothpick with a flat end. After they are positioned 

apply tiny drops of  white glue or super glue.  

When positioning the shoulder harness, be sure they  

appear to be draped over the seat frame.  Here again form fit 

them over the top of the seat frame, then onto the seat  

backing and then the seats base.     

Use small strips of masking tape around surface details that 

will be airbrushed. To prevent paint bleeding, run the tip of  

sharp pencil around the perimeter of each part to push  

the tape down.    

All the parts were  painted flat black except the map, case 

which will be painted  brown. The flat black painted surfaces 

will be masked and then the map case will be airbrushed. 

This technique is called paint layering.  

The completed left side of the cockpit is now complete.  The  

combination of kit parts,  pre-painted placards, careful  

airbrushing and drybrushing with silver paint really  

enhanced the appearance of this assembly.  

Flat nosed pliers were used to bend small parts. The inside  

faces of the pliers have strips of tape to protect the painted 

parts. After the parts were bent into shape, the backings were   

removed and a toothpick was used to position them.  
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I used a jewelers saw to restore the tread.  The tread on the 

right and left side of each tire was used as a guide for the 

saw. I simply ran the saw across the surface  of the tire to 

connect the treads.  

There were mold lines on the landing gear parts that needed 

to be carefully scraped off. I used a Flex-I File to restore the 

curved surface of the landing gear. 

There were not enough spark plug wire attachment points on 

the engines collector ring for an R-2800 so I added some 

more with .035 inch diameter rod. Each cylinder gets two 

spark plug wires.  

I drilled out the locations for the spark plug wires.  I  used 

soft brass beading wire for the spark plug wires. Each length 

of beading wire was stretched to make it stiff and then each 

length was cut and bent into shape.   

The engine parts were attached to strips of balsa wood and 

airbrushed. The engine was then assembled and the spark 

plug wires were form fitted into place and the completed  

sub-assembly was set aside until installation.  

I restored the panel lines on the fuselage and the wings  and 

then masked the cockpit for painting. I primed the model and 

then turned my attention to the clear parts and the propeller. 
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The result looks okay however, I should have masked off 

more areas as the actual aircraft that sported this camoflague 

scheme had a lot more random green areas. Next time I will 

use the freehand method. 

With all the masking tape removed, the invasion strips look 

great and the demarcation lines between all the  

colors are very sharp.  

To airbrush the landing gear wheel wells and the inside of 

the flap areas, I masked off the perimeters with small strips 

of masking tape and then added larger sections to cover the  

rest of the areas.   

I covered all the surfaces with large sections of masking tape 

to prevent any overspray and then I airbrushed the flap  

interior areas and the landing gear areas with  

yellow zinc chromate.  

The yellow zinc chromate looks great and there is no  

overspray or bleeding onto the surfaces around the landing 

gear bays or the flap areas.  

I noticed that I did have some bleeding onto the outer flat 

black invasion strips so I re-masked the areas and airbrushed 

several light coats of flat black.  
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